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Collect, archive, process, and review 
data from multiple sources, including the most 

widely used collaboration tools, with KLDiscovery’s 
streamlined solutions. 

KLDiscovery’s technology-enabled services and software empower you to complete one-off collections from 
numerous data sources for matters. Additionally, our data management and eDiscovery solutions with automated 
workflows increase your organization’s efficiency to support ongoing litigation needs.

A next generation archiving solution, Nebula Archive is a key 
component of the Nebula Ecosystem built to address modern 
enterprise data management needs at scale. Retention policies, 
defensible deletion, and preservation controls are built in, allowing 
your organization to capture and manage important data without 
the risk of keeping redundant, outdated, or trivial material.

The Nebula Ecosystem is a comprehensive approach to eDiscovery 
and information governance, encompassing:

	Q Collection
	Q Processing 
	Q Review

	Q Analytics
	Q Production
	Q Archiving

	Q Compliance
	Q Preservation



Challenges
	Q Difficult to acquire data from the original source and 

move it from legal hold to review

	Q The time and labor required to manage importing, 
exporting, processing, and setting up a repository for 
the data were unsustainable

	Q With many moving parts, there were multiple 
opportunities for failure

Solution
	Q Nebula Archive provides daily automated capture 

from the in-scope data source through a connector 
and stores the collected data 

	Q Full-featured text and metadata searches enable 
faster identification

Outcome
	Q KLDiscovery’s proprietary processing mechanisms 

manage the data coming in and represent it in a 
review platform ensuring an effective and efficient 
review process for the financial institution

	Q Data in Nebula Archive is ready for review 
anytime, eliminating the need for time consuming 
administrative tasks 

	Q With the ability to glean key information faster, the 
financial institution has the upper hand in litigation events

Use Case
A large financial institution 
needed to automate data 
collection for archiving, 
early case assessment, 
and faster review.

KLDiscovery’s Nebula Archive is a robust archiving 
platform that serves as an efficient, long-term 
solution for the full range of your enterprise 
data management and eDiscovery needs.

www.kldiscovery.com/solutions/nebula-ecosystem
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For further information about the Nebula Ecosystem, 
including Nebula Archive, visit our website.
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